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March 4, 1983

CUT DEFENSE OUTLAYS
By Robert S. McNamara; Robert McNamara was Sectretary of Defense under Mr. Kennedy.

The following statement was prepared by McGeorge Bundy, Robert S. McNamara, Cyrus R. Vance
and Elmo R. Zumwalt Jr.

We believe that the defense budget proposed by President Reagan for fiscal years 1984 to 1988 can
be reduced substantially without endangering the nation's security.

At the outset, we wish to emphasize our view that the economic foundations of our national
security, which are every bit as important as the defense component, have been undermined. The
United States faces an economic problem of immense proportions, the solution to which has not
yet been put in place. Not only has our nation been favoring consumption over investment by a
wide margin, it has lost its competitive edge in world markets, and real interest rates are at such
high levels as to make any rapid and sustained reduction in unemployment very unlikely.

The chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisors, Martin S. Feldstein, has said that
sustained high rates of economic growth cannot be assured until the rates of interest on long-term
loans are brought down to more reasonable levels, and this cannot be accomplished until the huge
Federal deficits currently projected for the ''outer years'' (the ''full-employment deficit'') are
drastically reduced.McGeorge Bundy was Special Assistant for National Security Affairs to
Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson. Cyrus R. Vance was Secretary of State under
President Jimmy Carter. Elmo R. Zumwalt Jr., a retired admiral, was Chief of Naval Operations
and a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff under President Richard M. Nixon. To accomplish that
objective, America requires a program combining increases in Federal revenues and decreases in
expenditures (beyond those proposed in the President's budget) of between $150 billion and $175
billion per annum, in the ''outer years'' of the budget period. In advocating this unpleasant
medicine, we oppose any action that might risk the future security of the United States and its
allies. We share the President's view that the first duty of Government is the defense of the nation.
We support the system of collective security that has developed during the past 38 years and the
leading role played in it by this country. We recognize that the Soviet Union, whatever the motives
of its leaders, has been investing large and increasing resources in its armed forces. We do not
question the need for the United States and its North Atlantic Treaty Organization allies to
continue to expand their own contributions to the common defense, as much as we hope that these
trends on both sides can be changed, especially through balanced and verifiable arms control
agreements. What is more, we are confident that, whatever our economic problems, this country
can afford and will do whatever is necessary for its own and collective security. We do not doubt
that in a dangerous world in which, at best, safety is relative, there are risks in doing too little for
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defense. But we also recognize that there are now grave risks in doing too much. It would be folly
for the United States to underfund its defense needs, but it would be equally reckless to employ
those resources indiscriminately for defense, especially when there are other vital uses for them
and when the United States has no interest in spurring the arms race.

Admittedly, the line between the two is difficult to walk. Even defining the line is an imperfect act.
We are nonetheless convinced that the United States has strayed far from the line and strayed in
the direction of doing too much rather than too little. Not only can we have equal security for a
smaller investment, but by a judicious reallocation of resources we can also hedge against the less
probable danger of the future and still reduce defense outlays in the years ahead. The objectives of
equal, or greater security, and reduced rates of increase in the defense budget are not as
contradictory as they sound. There are three ways in which the present defense budget and, more
important, the latest five-year defense plan are committing large resources that will bring little or
no return for the United States and its allies: first, by setting unrealistic objectives; second, by
unneeded duplication of programs; third, by overloading the whole military system - from
development through procurement to deployment - with large numbers of new programs
compressed into a single tight time frame. We could, for example, save $18.3 billion in pay by
holding the numbers of personnel at current levels, $14.9 billion by not producing the MX missile
and $31.9 billion by canceling the B-1 bomber. Other major savings could be realized by ending
production of certain kinds of jet fighters, cutting back drastically on the Administration's
ambitious plans to upgrade the Navy, including two nuclear carriers authorized last year and a
third proposed for l988, and by stretching out a variety of other weapons programs. In total, for the
five-year period of fiscal years 1984 to 1988, we believe that the increase in cash outlays for defense
can be cut $136 billion below the level proposed by the Administration. After such a reduction, the
rate of increase in cash outlays, over the five-year period, would still amount to approximately 5
percent per annum in real terms, which is as high as it has ever been except in times of open
conflict. We believe that it represents a level of effort that can achieve and maintain durable
strength with durable public support. If the Congress is unwilling to take the action required to
achieve a defense program as strong as that proposed by the Administration but at substantially
lower cost, then the achievement of a sound national economy, which we must have as a foundation
for our security, will necessitate additional distasteful measures in other areas. Taxes, which in any
event must be raised to reduce the fiscal deficit in the ''outer years,'' must be increased still further.
In effect, the tax rise must be increased by the amount by which the Administration's defense
budget exceeds the budget we proposed.
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